
JavaScript Developer

Offline mode of a web application

Context:

Linagora is a French leading company in Open Source Software. We have offices in France, Belgium,
US, Canada, Vietnam and Tunisia. We develop REAL free and open source software to help public
administrations and enterprises to boost  their  performance and remain independent  from vendors
lock-in.

Job description:

We are looking for a JavaScript developer (intern) to develop our new software: OpenPaaS. You like
to work on technologies related to the Internet? Local storage use in your projects has no secret for
you? You swear every time you lose your 3G connection? You are deeply attached to the values of
open source and you dream to work in an open source company? Let's meet up !

We are working hard to build an open source enterprise social platform “new generation”. Our goal is
simple: offer a credible alternative to the American Giants. We began by providing an application that
supports the principles of communities. We are now just finishing modules Calendar, Contacts and
Inbox.  We  are  looking  for  a  JavaScript  developer  to  participate  in  this  project.  You  will  be  fully
integrated with the development team, participate in agile meetings (sprint planning, daily stand ups,
sprint reviews), and also code-camps weeks organized by Linagora.

Your tasks:

• Participate in the development of best practices on aspects of an offline web application;
• Expand features;
• Improve the code and architecture to make offline-ready;
• Provide ideas/knowledge/suggestions in technology and features associated with this project.

Your skills:

• You are familiar with JavaScript and HTML;
• You are interested in: NoSQL, angularjs, NodeJS;
• You know the Git version control system;
• You are curious and have an interest in new technologies.

Your benefits:

• Nice atmosphere in a pleasant office in Hanoi;
• Encouraged personal projects (conferences, entertainment communities…);
• Mentored and supported by experienced developers and testers.

APPLY NOW!
vietnam@linagora.com


